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in John 3:16, and expanded and enlarged-el-sw- elsewhere, but God has in the

scripture given us the principles for all of our lives. He has given us the -a-rs-w

answer to all the problems of life but it is not necessarily on the ...Man shuts

God oilrof His mind. Man's mind is clouded with sin, and God has given us a

revelation which is given to give that which man needs for all ages if they are

to have answers to their problems, and so if your Christian life is to count for

what it should, -if-yot-wen- He wants you to be familiar with John 3:16 but also

with the book of Malachi, and with the Book of Nahum , a-id th the book of Titus

and with the Book of Hebrews, and with every part of this volume. He wane wants

you to study it from cover to cover and to feFnI- find the priep1e- principals there

that are vital in your life, because it is entirely the revelation that God has given

to show you the answer to your problem. Well, you say that revelation is a very

complex thing , because rules have different areas , because no revelation is complete

--the Bible is eeme- complete in the es sense that it gives us all that God

knows we need for our lives. It is complete, and there are many, many things that

aren't given in it that we don't need to know the answer to. I know of a church

that almost split because half of them believed that Christ was crucified on

Friday and half believed he- He was crucifd on Wednesday, and the Bible

doesn't tell usw which, and God has something else that .. . than disputing about

whether Christ was e-Au- crucified on Wed, or Friday, His revelation was- is in

complete in the sense that here are many things that we may want to know that

He doesn't give us, but it is complete in that it gives us the thin s that He wants

us to know and He wants us to c
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